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RESUME SUBMISSION SERVICE - TIPS ON SUBMITTING YOUR RESUME ONLINE
Tip #1 The first consideration you need to make is with the money. That is, the amount of subscription fees you pay to the number of calls you get. There are
actually quite a many job resume submission websites which are all on eye-candy and less on job offers! Take care to avoid such sites. Don’t fall into the trap
of ‘premium’ and ‘regular’ accounts. More often than not, the premium account is a rip-off plan! If you’re a fresher or have less years of experience behind
you, try to stick to a regular account. Because it hurts a lot when you pay for getting leads for a job and then not get it! Tip #2 Time is money – and job
websites have to be specially geared for this. It shouldn’t be the case that it has been months since you submitted your resume and received an offer when
you already joined another job or even if that skill set you acquired long back is no longer required. Job sites should be such that they send you prompt mails
and notifications on availability of an opening. Tip #3 Networking today has grown beyond ever imagined. You need to have good networking connections to
get information on vacancies soon enough. Look for sites which have established credentials on this front. You may even ask your peers and friends about the
best resume submission site currently on the internet. The better is the site networked to corporate, the better are your chances to get notifications and job
appraisals. Remember, your resume submission has to reach the prospective employers first before anything else. Tip #4 Success rate is the single most
important reason for choosing a resume submission website over others. And to know about a site’s success rate, you must be ideally networked to the
people who have gained from the site. Since most of the job sites demand a fee for searching jobs for you, you must ‘invest’ your money where you know that
response is easy to come. Success rates mean the number of ideal job calls; often people think in employment terms, but in the end, it is your competence
and capability to get a job instead of the other guy. A proper resume submission should top your priority list when searching for a job online.

 


